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Model 10950

food dispensing equipment

Practical Made Perfect
Consumers are at it again, 
demanding more menu options, 
including the ability to ‘customize’ 
their orders with the likes of both 
classic and unusually original 
condiments and sauces.

So, what does Nemco do? —Step 
forward with the latest in food 
dispensing systems that are just 
as innovative as the operators who 
are filling them.

The result is a perfectly practical 
line that combines the very best 
in function and style to minimize 
waste, eliminate mess and 
complement the look & feel of 
even the most brand-conscious 
foodservice business owners.
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Plastic Countertop Dispensers
Nemco’s plastic countertop dispensers powered by Asept feature a 
smooth, easy-to-activate pump that delivers an accurate, no-drip 
portion of your customers’ favorite condiments and sauces. A sleek, 
simple design maintains a great appearance on its own, but also 
accommodates custom graphics. It’s the perfect self-serve solution!

Model # Description Size (W x D x H)
10950 Black/Black Dispenser (UNI-2)1 61/2" x 13" x 171/3"
10951 Black/White Dispenser (UNI-2)1 61/2" x 13" x 171/3"  

Stainless-Steel Countertop and Drop-In Dispensers
Take your self-serve station to another level with Nemco’s stainless-steel 
dispensers. They offer all the portion-control, accuracy and user-friendly 
features of the plastic dispensers, but with a different look to match the 
aesthetic and appearance of a unique dining area. Available in models 
that can stand freely on the counter or, if a lower profile is desired, 
models that can be dropped into a countertop cut-out.

Model # Description Size (W x D x H)
10961 Single Dispenser (SS6L-1)1 61/2" x 131/4" x 183/4"
10962 Double Dispenser (SS6L-2)1 107/8" x 131/4" x 183/4"
10963 Triple Dispenser (SS6L-3)1 163/8" x 131/4" x 183/4"
10964 Quadruple Dispenser (SS6L-4)1 217/8" x 131/4" x 183/4"
10965 Quintuple Dispenser (SS6L-5)1 273/8" x 131/4" x 183/4"
10966 Single Drop-In Dispenser (SS6L-1DI)1 75/8" x 14" x 12" *
10967 Double Drop-In Dispenser (SS6L-2DI)1 12" x 14" x 12" *
10968 Triple Drop-In Dispenser (SS6L-3DI)1 171/2" x 14" x 12" *
10969 Quadruple Drop-In Dispenser (SS6L-4DI)1 23" x 14" x 12" *
10970 Quintuple Drop-In Dispenser (SS6L-5DI)1 281/2" x 14" x 12" *

* Above the counter dimensions.

suggested uses
Durable, but lightweight and portable, 
the plastic countertop dispenser is a 
great delivery system for condiments 
and sauces in a wide range of self-serve 
applications.

suggested uses
A great self-service solution for dining areas 
where a stainless steel exterior blends with 
the aesthetic of the room or matches the 
appearance of other equipment and coun-
ters. Available in single through quintuple 
models, countertop or drop-in.

NEW!

NEW!

Model 10961

Model 10962

Model 10968



High-Volume Press-O-Matic
Maximize efficiency and minimize the mess of your daily condiment 
prep with Nemco’s Press-O-Matic powered by Asept.  Users can fill a 
squeeze bottle or ramekin with a quick pull of the lever and make fast 
changes from one product pouch to another, without risk of leakage or 
loss of freshness.  

Model # Description Size (W x D x H)
10975 For 1.5 gallon pouch (AG12)1 18" x 10" x 17"

suggested uses
Operations that fill large amounts of 
squeeze bottles and ramekins should have 
a Nemco Press-O-Matic in the kitchen.

Portion Pump
Simplify dispensing for your staff or self-serve customers with Nemco’s 
easy-to-use Portion Pumps that apply a uniform, no-mess dose of 
condiments with one simple squeeze of the handle. The pump’s sealed 
system maximizes shelf life, achieves a high product yield and ensures 
consistent portion control. Everything is made of BPA-free food-grade 
material and the dishwasher-safe components are easy to disassemble 
for cleaning and refills.  

Model # Description Size (W x D x H)
10978 Portion Pump (CG02)1 33/4" x 23/4" x 7"

suggested uses
The Portion Pump’s convenience, ease-of-
use and no-mess function make it a great 
solution for self-serve operations that 
want to expand their condiment options.

NEW!

1)  Designations indicate the NSF models listed for each product by the manufacturer, 
Asept International AB Traktorvägen 17, SE-226 60, Lund, Sweden.

NEW!
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